Lean Leadership Visioning Tour
Summer 2014
Ann Arbor and Dearborn, Michigan
11‐12 August
The Maryland World Class Consortia invites you to join our study tour going
inside some of the leading lean companies of Southeastern Michigan. This
two‐day trip is designed to inspire and inform C‐level executives, managers,
and the designers/directors of company lean transformation efforts.
The Summer 2014 Tour:
Menlo Innovations:
A study in employee‐centric culture,
customer focus, lean leadership and lean
project management
Zingerman’s Mail Order:
See superior examples of standard work and
training, mixed‐model flow, and visual
control
Maker Works:
A lean, member‐based workshop for small
businesses, entrepreneurs, artists and
makers
Leadership Breakfast:
Lean leadership chat with Mike Rother,
researcher and author of Learning to See
and Toyota Kata
DTE Energy:
Lean transformation lessons‐learned from
Southeastern Michigan’s energy utility
serving over 2 million
Society of Manufacturing Engineers:
Visit SME Headquarters to learn about
products and services to support lean
transformation
Ford Rouge Plant Tour:
Get a birds‐eye view of lean and green
manufacturing on the site of Henry Ford’s
crowning achievement

Menlo Innovations, Ann Arbor (www.menloinnovations.com)
Menlo Innovations is a software development firm like no other. Company
President, Richard Sheridan, became disheartened by the soulless code
factories he had seen and worked in, and he set out to build a new kind of
company from the ground up. Richard knocked it out of the park.
Today, Menlo is alive with engaged employees constantly learning, sharing and
improving. Their High‐Tech Anthropology™ method gets to the heart of
problems and needs customers don’t even know they have. The centerpiece of
their culture is happy employees with a superior quality of life. People love
working there and customers love the results. Menlo Innovations is wildly
popular, wildly successful, and this tour explores all corners of their new
expanded facility, culture, leadership and methods.
Richard enjoys sharing Menlo’s remarkable success story with others. He has
presented at numerous conferences, including the MWCC’s 2010 Annual
Meeting, describing The Business Value of Joy. His recently published book,
Joy, Inc., explains further, but no printed account can compare with an in‐
person tour.

What You Will Experience:
• Organizational culture designed around joyful employees. Q&A with the
people, their leader, and the opportunity to learn directly from them how
and why it works. Connect the dots between joyful employees and business
results.
• An inside look at Menlo’s The High‐Tech Anthropology™ method of rapid
development cycles that studies how users interact with the evolving
product: a highly effective take on Lean Product Development and Lean
Startup principles.
• Menlo’s unique “paired programming” approach: two people at one
computer narrating and coaching like a pilot and copilot; working and
learning, solving problems at their source in a buzzing hive of other pairs. It
doesn’t look like it should work – but it does, and remarkably well.
• Visual management, standard work, kanban pull systems, and mistake‐
proofing for large, complex development projects.

Zingerman’s Mail Order, Ann Arbor (www.zingermans.com)
Zingerman’s Mail Order is the delivery hub for the Zingerman’s Community of
Businesses (ZCoB), a family of small food‐related entrepreneurial ventures
operated by one or more owner/partner/managers. The cluster of 13 facilities
includes a deli, artisan bake house, creamery, candy factory and coffee
company.
Each day, Zingerman’s Mail Order receives small quantities of food goods,
ordered from ZCoB and specialty providers around the globe, into their
compact facility. Customer favorites include fresh hearth‐baked breads,
handmade cheeses, varietal coffee, estate bottled olive oils, specialty
chocolates and customized gift baskets.
Order variety and volume swings are ridiculous. Some items, like breads, must
be packed and shipped within hours of their arrival. Fragile, refrigerated and
customized orders are par for the course. Zingerman’s call center handles
everything with expert knowledge and a smile, and they are famous for
superior customer service. Every aspect of the operation from sales to
shipping is designed for just‐in‐time flow, speed, accuracy, simplicity, and
visuality.
The company’s computer+manual scheduling, the simple and visual design of
their processes and procedures, and well‐developed standard work and TWI‐
style training make for dynamic daily scheduling and work assignments, and
the ability to rapidly and effectively identify, qualify, train and manage a huge
seasonal workforce.

What You Will Experience:
• Lean tools and principles in a high‐variation, low/high‐volume assemble‐to‐
order fulfillment business.
Dynamic, common‐sense techniques for
scheduling and staffing.
• Visual management, kanban/MRP integration in a compact, fast inventory
turn environment. Dynamic work assignment design to adjust to shifting
bottlenecks in real time.
• Simple, effective screening, training, and skills qualification methods to
rapidly onboard seasonal employees, getting them vetted quickly, and up‐to‐
speed within hours on their first day of work.

Maker Works, Ann Arbor (www.maker‐works.com)
Maker Works is a catalyst in the Ann Arbor region for entrepreneurship and
invention, job creation, business growth, education and training, and creative
enjoyment. Visitors will get a fresh take on the term “job shop”. It is a unique
and powerful engine driving economic revitalization in Southeast Michigan.
Maker Works is a member‐based workshop for small businesses,
entrepreneurs, artists, makers, hobbyists and tinkerers. Its work space is
staffed with support people and divided into four areas: metal, electronic
circuits, wood, and crafts. Maker Space provides access to a wide range of
tools (including laser cutters, CAD stations, 3D printers, and full wood and
metal shops). Inventors with an idea can get help making a prototype.
Business startups can rent incubator space. Businesses with surge demand can
lease time on their equipment. Maker Works has close ties to local
manufacturers, the K‐12 and adult education systems, and a host of other
support resources.
The facility was founded by a Lean Thinker, and lean tools and principles are
prominent throughout. Lean leaders understand that lean is more than a way
to eliminate waste – lean is a strategy for business growth and competitive
strength. Your tour of Maker Works will hearten and inspire.

What You Will Experience:
• Training developed for novice learners in a job‐shop environment involving
standard work, mistake‐proofing and Training Within Industry.
• Kanban replenishment systems, visual management and 5S workplace
organization, and heijunka‐based cleanup and job assignment tasks
functioning in a work environment with many new members and visitors.
• An inspiring community‐based model for entrepreneurship, education, job
creation, and business support for existing manufacturing enterprises.

Leader Breakfast with Mike Rother (www.lean.org/kata)
Mike Rother is a groundbreaking researcher who has spent years studying the
underpinnings of Toyota’s culture of continuous improvement. He is the
author of Toyota Kata, a book that explains the teachable, repeatable routines
that make scientific thinking a daily habit.
Toyota Kata is gaining prominence in the lean community because it reveals
the critical unseen elements of the Toyota Production System. It is the “secret
sauce” that makes the whole system work. Mike Rother’s work explains the
daily habits and thinking of every employee, the role of supervisors and
managers, and the neuroscience that supports the principles. Toyota Kata, and
Mike’s previous book, Learning to See, the standard reference for learning
value stream mapping, both won the prestigious Shingo Prize for Research,
establishing them as landmark references for lean thinkers everywhere.
In this exclusive leader dialogue, Mike Rother will describe the components of
Toyota Kata, and the role of the leader at Toyota and other companies using
the Toyota Kata approach. Mike’s insights will shed light on the important roles
of lean leaders as direction‐setters, coaches and mentors, and improvement
practitioners themselves. This intimate, small group session will provide
valuable guidance for every organization’s lean journey.

Society of Manufacturing Engineers, Dearborn (www.sme.org)
The Society of Manufacturing Engineers provides a range of products and
services that support every lean journey, even if your business is not
manufacturing related. This brief visit to SME Headquarters, conveniently
located between tour stops, will give participants an opportunity to learn
about SME resources:
• Online training packages and modules from Tooling U, spanning over 400
unique titles and in use by small companies and over half of the Fortune 500
manufacturers.
• Lean Certification: The single industry standard created and maintained by
the alliance of SME, AME, the Shingo Institute, and ASQ. This rigorous
program provides individuals, companies and educators with a roadmap for
professional development and personal growth in lean.
• Educational Products: SME’s extensive catalog includes training videos
available in DVD format, on‐demand, or as individual clips. Printed books
are available alongside e‐books and even as individual e‐chapters for
customized mix‐and‐match training.

DTE Energy, Detroit (www.dteenergy.com)
DTE Energy is the electric and gas utility that serves the 2.1 million residents of
Southeastern Michigan. The economic stresses on Michigan and the Detroit
metropolitan region during the recent recession are well known. The financial
plight of Detroit and surrounding communities have sharpened the efforts of
DTE Energy and many other providers to improve service and lower costs.
Even before the global recession, DTE Energy had been focused on streamlining
its business operations.
Over the course of more than a decade, DTE Energy has taken multiple
approaches to operational excellence, and most have met with limited success.
Beginning with a focus on lean principles and culture about four years ago, the
company has begun to see real traction with its leaders and employees, along
with measurable and significant performance results.
This discussion with senior executives and leaders of DTE Energy’s lean
transformation will explore the ups and downs of the company’s lean journey.
Sometimes the best lessons are taught by examining what doesn’t work,
alongside what does. This session will help you gather lessons‐learned that
can be applied to the lean cultural transformation of any type of organization
of any size.

What You Will Experience:
• The cultural impact and business results of several different operational
improvement strategies, underscoring the effectiveness of lean methods.
• Identify the keys to successful lean cultural transformation, including leader
standard work, employee empowerment, a clearly communicated principle‐
centered vision, and more.

Ford Rouge Center, Dearborn (www.thehenryford.org/rouge)
The Rouge Center sits on the site of Henry Ford’s crowning achievement, the
first fully vertically integrated car factory in the world: iron ore went in one
end, cars came out the other. After a boom during the first half of the 20th
Century, the Rouge entered a period of decline. Today, the Rouge Center is
among the crown jewels of the Ford Motor Company. The factory is energy
efficient, low waste, and sports an enormous green roof. The lean practices on
the factory floor are among the best in the company and the industry.
Lean Manufacturing extends from the Toyota Production System, but the
developers of TPS acknowledge the centerpiece of their system springs from
the teachings of Henry Ford. It is a paradox that while Henry Ford’s name is
most closely associated with mass production, he is actually the world’s first
“lean thinker”.
No trip to the Detroit area is complete without an auto factory tour! This
special visit includes exclusive leader discussion time reserved especially for
MWCC Lean Leadership Visioning Tour participants.

What You Will Experience:
• Legacy Theater: Learn about the triumphs and tragedies surrounding the
Rouge, much of it told through rare, never‐before‐seen historic footage.
• Art of Manufacturing Theater: A multi‐sensory theater experience including
a 360‐degree look at how automobiles are made.
• Observation Deck Tour: View the ground‐breaking living roof from the
factory’s 80‐foot‐high Observation Deck.
• Assembly Plant Walking Tour: See where the new Ford F‐150s are assembled
in a lean and flexible manufacturing plant. Visitors will have the opportunity
to view the final assembly process from an elevated walkway.
• Ford Rouge Plant Q&A: Ask questions and discuss lean manufacturing with
members of the plant’s process improvement leadership team.
• Legacy Gallery: View five historic vehicles made at the Rouge, hop in a new
F‐150, and visit the Ford Factory Store.

The Summer 2014 Lean Leadership Visioning Tour is open to the general public. Discounts apply for
employees of Maryland World Class Consortia member companies in good standing. Participants should be
company C‐level executives, presidents, vice‐presidents, directors or managers; or the designers/directors of
company lean transformation efforts. Exceptions will be considered on a case‐by‐case basis.
Price: $1,399 General Public, $1,199 MWCC Members
Payment can be made by VISA or MasterCard online, or by check made payable to The Maryland World Class
Consortia LTD. American Express or other cards are not currently accepted.
Price includes meals, ground transportation, midrange hotel accommodations, and all tour fees. Airfare is not
included. Participants are responsible for making their own air transport arrangements to/from Detroit
Metropolitan Airport and ground transportation to the Springhill Suites a short ride from the airport.
Please contact us with any special mobility or dietary restrictions you may have.
Eye and ear safety equipment, when necessary, will be provided by host facilities. No open‐toed or high heel
shoes at tour sites, please. Steel toe safety shoes are not required.
To register: www.mwcmc.org/LeadershipTour
Questions:

Jeff Fuchs, 443‐865‐2198, jeff@leanmaryland.org
Marina Nalli‐Skelton, 443‐254‐2860, marina@leanmaryland.org

Agenda:
Sun 10 August

Arrive Detroit Metropolitan Airport. Individual hotel shuttle or cab to Springhill
Suites, Romulus, MI (5 mi.)

Mon 11 Aug 8:30a

Check out, hotel buffet breakfast, bus to Ann Arbor, MI

Mon 11 Aug 10:00a

Tour Menlo Innovations

Mon 11 Aug 12:15p

Lunch at Zingerman’s Deli

Mon 11 Aug 2:00p

Tour Zingerman’s Mail Order

Mon 11 Aug 3:30p

Tour Maker Works

Mon 11 Aug 5:00p

Bus to Courtyard Marriott Ann Arbor

Mon 11 Aug 6:30p

Bus to Cottage Inn Ann Arbor and Dinner

Mon 11 Aug 9:00p

Bus to Courtyard Marriott Ann Arbor

Tue 12 Aug 8:00a

Hotel breakfast with Mike Rother

Tue 12 Aug 9:30a

Check out, hotel breakfast, bus to Detroit, MI

Tue 12 Aug 10:00a

Presentation and discussion at DTE Energy headquarters

Tue 12 Aug 12:00p

Lunch at Andiamo Dearborn

Tue 12 Aug 1:30p

Meet at SME Headquarters Dearborn

Tue 12 Aug 2:00p

Tour Ford Truck Plant, Rouge Center

Tue 12 Aug 4:30p

Bus to Detroit Metropolitan Airport

All times are subject to change. Earliest recommended airplane departure is Tue 12 Aug 6:30p.m.
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Toward World Class Performance
…Together.
The Maryland World Class Consortia is the nation’s longest‐established not‐for‐profit
collaborative dedicated to helping members achieve world class performance through
lean principles and tools. We help organizations of all industries, types, and sizes to
create cultures of continuous improvement centered on lean principles.
Engaged People. Process Excellence. Business Growth. Competitive Strength.
Come see what our consulting team and members can do for you…Together.
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